Cataloguing of books using *Classified Catalogue Code*, 5th edition (with amendments) and AACR - II along with *Sears List of Subject Headings* (Latest edition).

**UNIT - I: Classified Catalogue Code**
Works of Single and Shared Authorship
Works of Mixed Responsibilities
Editorial Publications
Series Publications
Multivolumed Works and Pseudonymous

**UNIT- II: Anglo American Cataloguing Rules (Latest Edition)**
Works of Single and Shared Authorship
Works of Shared Responsibilities
Editorial Publications
Multivolume and Pseudonymous

**UNIT - III: Classified Catalogue Code**
Works of Corporate Authorship
Works of Conflict of Authorship
Periodical Publications
Ordinary and Artificial Composite Books

Works of Corporate Bodies
Serial Publications
Works of Editorial Direction
Recommended Books

